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Oskar Halecki, Emeritus Professor of History, Fordham University.
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George Vernadsky, Emeritus Professor of History, Yale University.

1971
Alexander Gerschenkron, Walter S. Barker Professor of Economics, Harvard University.

1972
Philip E. Musely, Professor of International Relations and Director of the European Institute, Columbia University.
Father Georges Florovsky, Emeritus Professor of Eastern Church History, Harvard Divinity School.

1973
Alfred Senn, Professor Emeritus of Germanic and Balto-Slavic Philology, University of Pennsylvania.
Marc M. Sztfels, Professor Emeritus of Medieval Russian History and Russian and European Law, University of Washington.

1974
No awards were given this year.

1975
Helen Muchnic, Professor Emeritus of Russian Literature, Smith College.
Abram Bergson, Professor of Economics, Harvard University.

1976
S. Harrison Thomson, Professor Emeritus of History, University of Colorado.
Gleb Struve, Professor Emeritus of Slavic Languages and Literatures, University of California-Berkeley.

SPECIAL EVENTS

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 13

9:50 A.M. TO 6:00 P.M.
9:30 TO 10:00 A.M.
10:00 A.M. TO 12:30 P.M.
1:00 TO 4:00 P.M.
2:00 TO 5:00 P.M.
4:00 TO 7:00 P.M.
5:00 TO 6:00 P.M.
7:00 TO 9:00 P.M.
9:00 P.M.

INTERNATIONAL RESEARCH AND EXCHANGES BOARD
1977 ANNUAL MEETING OF CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVES

REGISTRATION (IREX) (Upper Lobby, 2nd floor)
IREX - Annual Report (Senate Room).

MEETING OF THE AASS MEMBER INSTITUTIONS
(Pan-American Room)

IREX PANEL ON THE US-USSR COMMISSION ON THE SOCIAL SCIENCES AND HUMANITIES (Senate Room) (Participant to be announced)

FROM RUSSIA WITH ART: EXHIBITIONS OF WORK BY ARTISTS FROM THE SOVIET UNION

Helen Yakobson (George Washington University) Coordinator

OPENING RECEPTIONS AT FOLLOWING GALLERIES:
The Rowe House Gallery
1834 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W.

Jane Haslem Gallery
2121 P Street, N.W.

B. David Galleries
1652 K Street, N.W.

(The galleries will be open Friday and Saturday from 10:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M.—with the exception of the Jane Haslem Gallery which closes at 5:00 P.M. on Friday.)

IREX - Cash Bar (Pan-American Room)

CONTINUED MEETING OF THE AASS MEMBER INSTITUTIONS (Executive Club)

AAASS RECEPTION - CASH BAR (Executive Club - 1st Floor)
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 14

2:00 TO 5:00 P.M.
OPEN HOUSE AT THE VOICE OF AMERICA

Briefing by VOA Director and visit to the Studio. Main Auditorium, North Building of HEW, Independence Avenue, N.W.

4:00 TO 6:00 P.M.
PRESENTATION AT THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS


Following the Presentation . . .

AN EXHIBITION: "New Publications From or About Eastern Europe.

West Lobby of The Thomas Jefferson Building (Library of Congress Annex) - 5th Floor. Open until 9:30 P.M.

4:00 TO 7:00 P.M.
EXHIBITIONS OF NEW ART FROM THE SOVIET UNION: THE KNOWN AND THE UNKNOWN

OPENING RECEPTIONS AT THE TWO LOCATIONS OF THE EXHIBITION

The Arts Club of Washington, 2017 I Street, N.W.
The Editors Building, 1729 H Street, N.W.

The opening will be followed by dinner and a panel discussion by critics and art specialists at the Faculty Club of George Washington University, Marvin Center, 800 21st Street, N.W.

Works of Soviet artists will be displayed in the 3rd floor exhibition space in front of the Faculty Club for a week.

For dinner reservations, check with the AAASS registration desk to see if tickets are still available.

The exhibition will continue at the Arts Club and the Editors Building from 10:00 to 5:00 P.M. through Saturday and resume again on the following Monday.

FRIDAY (Continued)

5:00 TO 7:00 P.M.
RECEPTION SPONSORED BY THE INSTITUTE FOR SINO-SOVIET STUDIES (George Washington University)

Reception to be held at the Adams Rib Restaurant Lounge (2nd floor) - National Academy of Science Building 21st and Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W.

6:00 TO 8:00 P.M.
RECEPTION SPONSORED BY THE KENNAN INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED RUSSIAN STUDIES, The Wilson Center.

Reception to be held at the Great Hall, Smithsonian Institution Building, 1000 Jefferson Drive, N.W. (on the Mall)

8:30 P.M.
RECEPTION SPONSORED BY GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY RUSSIAN AREA STUDIES PROGRAM.

Reception to be held at Hall of Nations, East Campus, 36th Street between N and Prospect Streets, N.W.

9:00 TO 11:00 P.M.
INDIANA UNIVERSITY RECEPTION - Cash Bar (Executive Club)

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 15

3:30 TO 5:00 P.M.
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF SLAVIC STUDIES AAAASS BUSINESS MEETING (South American Room)

6:00 TO 7:00 P.M.
UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN RECEPTION - Cash Bar (South American Room)

6:30 TO 7:30 P.M.
AAAASS RECEPTION - Cash Bar (Presidential Ballroom)

7:30 TO 10:00 P.M.
AAAASS RANQUET (Presidential Ballroom)

BANQUET SPEAKER: Richard C. Clark (U.S. Senate, D. Iowa) "When Knowledge Speaks to Power on Soviet Affairs."

Greetings from President of AAASS and Presentation of AAASS Awards: Donald W. Treadg.
SATURDAY (Continued)

Greetings from President of Washington Chapter, AAASS: Murray Feshbach
Greetings from President of The International Committee for Soviet and East European Studies: Adam Bromke

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 16

9:00 TO 11:00 A.M.
ART OUTSIDE MOSCOW: THE BALTIC, THE TRANSCAUCASUS, AND LENINGRAD.
To be held: Kennan Institute, Wilson Center Library, Smithsonian Castle.

11:00 A.M. TO 1:00 P.M.
A PANEL DISCUSSION WITH ARTISTS-ÉMIGRÉS.
To be held: Kennan Institute, Wilson Center Library, Smithsonian Castle.

SUMMARY OF SESSIONS

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 13

7:00 to 9:00 P.M.
(A) SOVIET AGRICULTURE AND WORLD TRADE
(B) INPUT-OUTPUT ANALYSIS IN THE USSR
(C) SOVIET POLICY TOWARD THE MID-EAST
(D) MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS AND EPIDEMICS IN MODERN RUSSIAN HISTORY
(E) NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN SOVIET ART
(F) SOVIET LITERATURE
(G) THE ZHUKOV AFFAIR TWENTY YEARS AFTER
(H) SLAVIC AND EAST EUROPEAN LINGUISTICS: AGENDA FOR THE FUTURE

9:30 to 11:00 P.M.
(I) DISSENT AND ITS RAMIFICATIONS IN THE USSR

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 14

9:00 TO 11:00 A.M.
(A) SOVIET SEACOAST DEVELOPMENT
(B) ARMS CONTROL AND SOVIET STUDIES
(C) RUSSIAN MERCHANTS AND PEASANT ENTREPRENEURS: A BOURGEOISIE
(D) SOVIET LAW IN INTERDISCIPLINARY PERSPECTIVE
(E) NEO-SLAVOPHILISM
(F) AMERICAN LANGUAGE PROGRAMS IN THE USSR: EVALUATION AND AGENDA FOR THE FUTURE
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Events</th>
<th>Room</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9:00 to 11:00 A.M.</td>
<td>(G) TOWARD A DEVELOPMENTAL THEORY OF COMMUNIST CIVIL-MILITARY RELATIONS</td>
<td>Massachusetts Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(H) SOCIALIST PUBLIC POLICY IN COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVE</td>
<td>Michigan Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(I) WORKSHOP ON DEVELOPING COLLECTIONS FOR SCHOLARLY RESEARCH</td>
<td>Executive Suite</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(J) PRE-COLLEGE SLAVIC STUDIES--WHAT ARE THEY? WHAT THEY COULD BE!</td>
<td>Continental Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11:00 A.M. to 1:00 P.M.</td>
<td>(A) WORKSHOP ON U.S. - SOVIET TRADE: PROBLEMS AND PROSPECTS</td>
<td>Senate Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(B) FINLANDIZATION: A SOVIET STRATEGY OR A GEOPOLITICAL FOOTNOTE?</td>
<td>Ohio Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(C) THE ADRIATIC SEA AND ITS SALKAN HINTERLAND</td>
<td>Michigan Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(D) THE IMPACT OF EXTERNAL DISTURBANCES ON THE SOVIET UNION AND EASTERN EUROPE</td>
<td>New York Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(E) THE SOCIAL CONTEXT OF SOVIET SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY</td>
<td>California Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(F) CONTEMPORARY UKRAINIAN POLITICS</td>
<td>Continental Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(G) THE LEGACY OF M.M. BAKHTIN</td>
<td>Parlor 509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(H) POLISH LITERATURE AND POLISH-RUSSIAN LITERARY CONTACTS</td>
<td>Pan-American Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(I) PLURALISM IN COMMUNIST SOCIETIES: IS THE EMPEROR NAKED?</td>
<td>South American Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(J) RURAL TRANSFORMATION IN HUNGARY, 1848-1945</td>
<td>Massachusetts Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:00 to 4:00 P.M.</td>
<td>(A) WORKSHOP ON EAST EUROPEAN COMMERCIAL RELATIONS</td>
<td>Pan-American Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(B) DOMESTIC DETERMINANTS OF SOVIET FOREIGN POLICY</td>
<td>South American Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(C) PATTERNS OF ANNEXATION UNDER PETER THE GREAT</td>
<td>Massachusetts Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:00 to 4:00 P.M.</td>
<td>(D) ROUNDTABLE: &quot;KREMLINOLOGY REVISITED&quot;</td>
<td>Senate Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(E) ENVIRONMENTAL CONSTRAINTS AND SOVIET POLICY</td>
<td>Michigan Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(F) PERCEPTIONS OF SOVIET MILITARY AND U.S. MILITARY</td>
<td>Congressional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(G) MODERN SLOVENE LITERATURE AND MUSIC</td>
<td>California Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(H) RUSSIAN LITERATURE AND THE CULTURE OF ORTHODOXY</td>
<td>Parlor 509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(I) BULGARIAN SOCIETY IN THE SEVENTIES</td>
<td>New York Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(J) MODERNIZATION, HUMAN RIGHTS AND NATIONALISM IN EAST EUROPEAN COUNTRIES</td>
<td>Ohio Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(K) WORKSHOP ON DYNAMIC INVENTORY OF SOVIET AND EAST EUROPEAN STUDIES IN THE UNITED STATES</td>
<td>Presidential Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SATURDAY, OCTOBER 15</td>
<td>8:30 to 10:30 A.M.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(A) PRIVATE ENTERPRISE IN EAST EUROPEAN SOCIALISM</td>
<td>New York Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(B) EUROCOMMUNISM: SOVIET AND WEST EUROPEAN COMMUNIST ATTITUDES</td>
<td>South American Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(C) STUDIES IN THE APPLICATION OF QUANTITATIVE METHOD TO RUSSIAN SOCIAL HISTORY</td>
<td>Ohio Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(D) WORKSHOP ON ACCESS TO INFORMATION: RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN THE SLAVIC AND EAST EUROPEAN FIELD</td>
<td>Massachusetts Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(E) STABILITY OF THE SOVIET SYSTEM</td>
<td>Senate Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(F) WHAT'S HAPPENING TO SLAVIC LANGUAGES IN AMERICA?</td>
<td>Congressional</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(G) CONTROL OF THE SOVIET MILITARY</td>
<td>California Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(H) NEW PROBLEMS AND OLD ISSUES IN EASTERN EUROPE</td>
<td>Parlor 509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(I) LOCAL POLITICAL RECRUITMENT AND PARTICIPATORY ATTITUDES IN EASTERN EUROPE</td>
<td>Continental Room</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(J) ROMANTICISM AND NEO-ROMANTICISM</td>
<td>Michigan Room</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 15 (Continued)

10:30 A.M. to 12:30 P.M.

(A) THE SOVIET ECONOMY IN THE EIGHTIES: ALTERNATIVE PATHS

(B) TWO LEADERS, TWO CULTS

(C) ARCHIVES: PROJECTS ON SOURCE MATERIALS ON RUSSIA AND THE SOVIET UNION

(D) CONSERVATIVE VALUES IN SOVIET SOCIETY

(E) AMERICAN LANGUAGE PROGRAMS IN EASTERN EUROPE: EVALUATION AND AGENDA FOR THE FUTURE

(F) PROSPECTS FOR THE SOVIET NAVY

(G) ROUNDTABLE: POLAND: POLICY ALTERNATIVES IN A PERIOD OF CHANGE

(H) PUSHKIN

(I) HUMANISM IN THE LANDS OF THE HAPSBURG EMPIRE

(J) NATIONALISM VERSUS COMMUNISM IN THE USSR AND EASTERN EUROPE

1:30 to 3:30 P.M.

(A) SOVIET ENERGY

(B) SIBERIAN DEVELOPMENT: THE IMPLICATIONS FOR ASIA

(C) THE PLANNING AND USE OF POLICY-ORIENTED RESEARCH

(D) POLICY IMPLICATIONS OF SOVIET DEMOGRAPHIC AND LABOR FORCE TRENDS

(E) A NEW LOOK AT THE PARTY: A QUESTION OF EFFICACY

(F) THE STANDARDIZATION OF LANGUAGES IN EASTERN EUROPE

(G) F.M. DOSTOEVSKY'S THE IDIOT

(H) YUGOSLAVIA: ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND PROBLEMS

(I) ROUNDTABLE: SLAVIC STUDIES--THE NEED FOR LINKAGES BETWEEN ALL LEVELS OF EDUCATION

11:00 A.M. to 1:00 P.M.

(A) HELSINKI AND HUMAN RIGHTS

(B) CURRENT LANGUAGE TEACHING AND PROFICIENCY TESTING IN THE GOVERNMENT COMMUNITY

(C) BULGARIA IN THE AGE OF LIBERATION

(D) THE NEP AND SOVIET INDUSTRIALIZATION POLICY

(E) PROBLEMS OF EARLY SOVIET HISTORY

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 16

9:00 to 11:00 A.M.

(A) SOVIET FAMILY BUDGETS AND THE "SECOND ECONOMY"

(B) THE SOVIET UNION AND AFRICA

(C) ECONOMIC THOUGHT IN THE AGE OF CATHERINE

(D) ART SCHOLARSHIP AS A BAROMETER OF CULTURAL POLITICS

(E) ATTITUDINAL AND BEHAVIORAL CHANGES AMONG THE EASTERN EUROPEAN PEASANTRY

(F) SOVIET MILITARY POLICY AS A TOOL OF FOREIGN POLICY 1917-1976

(G) TEACHING COMMERCIAL RUSSIAN

(H) POLITICS AND PSYCHIATRY IN THE USSR

(I) THE FRANCO-RUSSIAN ALLIANCE

(J) TOPICS IN MODERN SLOVENE HISTORY AND HISTORIOGRAPHY

(K) ART OUTSIDE MOSCOW: THE BALTIC, THE TRANSCAUCASUS AND LENINGRAD

11:00 to 3:30 P.M.

(A) SOVIET FAMILY BUDGETS AND THE "SECOND ECONOMY"

(B) THE SOVIET UNION AND AFRICA

(C) ECONOMIC THOUGHT IN THE AGE OF CATHERINE

(D) ART SCHOLARSHIP AS A BAROMETER OF CULTURAL POLITICS

(E) ATTITUDINAL AND BEHAVIORAL CHANGES AMONG THE EASTERN EUROPEAN PEASANTRY

(F) SOVIET MILITARY POLICY AS A TOOL OF FOREIGN POLICY 1917-1976

(G) TEACHING COMMERCIAL RUSSIAN

(H) POLITICS AND PSYCHIATRY IN THE USSR

(I) THE FRANCO-RUSSIAN ALLIANCE

(J) TOPICS IN MODERN SLOVENE HISTORY AND HISTORIOGRAPHY

(K) ART OUTSIDE MOSCOW: THE BALTIC, THE TRANSCAUCASUS AND LENINGRAD

11:00 A.M. to 1:00 P.M.

(A) HELSINKI AND HUMAN RIGHTS

(B) CURRENT LANGUAGE TEACHING AND PROFICIENCY TESTING IN THE GOVERNMENT COMMUNITY

(C) BULGARIA IN THE AGE OF LIBERATION

(D) THE NEP AND SOVIET INDUSTRIALIZATION POLICY

(E) PROBLEMS OF EARLY SOVIET HISTORY

Room

Massachusetts Room

Ohio Room

New York Room

South American Room

Senate Room

Congressional Room

Pan-American Room

California Room

Continental Room

Michigan Room

New York Room

Massachusetts Room

California Room

Pan-American Room

Michigan Room

Parlor 509

New York Room

South American Room

Continental Room

Senate Room

Congressional Room

Massachusetts Room

Kennan Institute, Wilson Center Library, Smithsonian Castle

South American Room

New York Room

Michigan Room

Continental Room

Ohio Room
PROGRAM

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 13

4:00 TO 8:00 P.M.

AAASS REGISTRATION - (Upper Lobby, 2nd Floor)

7:00 TO 9:00 P.M.

(A) SOVIET AGRICULTURE AND WORLD TRADE (New York Room)

Chairperson: James R. Millar (University of Illinois)

Papers:

"Recent Developments in the Politics of Soviet Agriculture." Sidney I. Ploss (U.S. Department of State)

"Prospects for Productivity Gains in Soviet Agriculture." Elizabeth Clayton (University of Missouri)

"Anatomy of Soviet Agricultural Trade." Elizabeth Denton (U.S. Central Intelligence Agency)

"Prospects for Soviet Grain and Feed Trade." "David Schoonover (U.S. Department of Agriculture)

(B) INPUT-OUTPUT ANALYSIS IN THE USSR (Congressional Room)

Chairperson: Francis W. Rushing (Stanford Research Institute and Georgia State University)

Papers:

"Pricing and Input-Output Analysis in the USSR." Viktor Belkin (Academy of Sciences of the USSR, Moscow) (Invited)

"Comparison of Labor and Capital Data in the Input-Output Tables for the U.S. and U.S.S.R." Laurie Kurtzweg (U.S. Department of Commerce)

"Probing the Soviet Economy with Input-Output." Vladimir Treml (Duke University) and Barry Kostinsky (U.S. Department of Commerce)

Discussants: Cleper Almon (University of Maryland)
Daniel Bond (Stanford Research Institute)

(C) SOVIET POLICY TOWARD THE MID-EAST (Ohio Room)

Chairperson: John Campbell (New York Council on Foreign Relations)

Papers:


"The Soviet Union and the Geopolitics of Middle East Oil and Oil Transport." Arthur Jay Klinghoffer (Rutgers University)

"The Middle East in Soviet Global Strategy." Theodore Friedgut (Hebrew University of Jerusalem)

Discussant: John Devlin (U.S. Central Intelligence Agency)

(D) MEDICAL PROFESSIONALS AND EPIDEMICS IN MODERN RUSSIAN HISTORY (Michigan Room)

Chairperson: George Yaney (University of Maryland)

Papers:

"Medical Professionals and the Moscow Plague of 1771." John T. Alexander (University of Kansas)
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 13 (Continued)
7:00 TO 9:00 P.M.

(E) NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN SOVIET ART (Massachusetts Room)
Chairperson: Moussa Domit (North Carolina Museum of Art)
Papers:
"The Surreal versus the Real." Janet Kennedy (Indiana University)
"Non-Objective Art." Sarah Burke (Trinity University)
"Kinetic, Conceptual and Pop Art." Norton Dodge (University of Maryland)
Discussants: Igor Golomshok (Oxford University)
Alison Hilron (Columbia University)

(F) SOVIET LITERATURE (Pan-American Room)
Chairperson: Herman Ermolaev (Princeton University)
Papers:
"Zoshchenko's Genre Experimentation and Innovation." Linda Scatton (Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute)
"The Yesenin Mystique: A Study in Cults." Lynn Visson (Bryn Mawr College)
"Soviet Films." Polina Shur

(G) THE ZHUKOV AFFAIR TWENTY YEARS AFTER (California Room)
Chairperson: Matthew P. Gallagher (Foreign Broadcast Information Service)
Papers:
"The Zhukov Affair Revisited." Otto P. Chaney (U.S. Army)
"The Capture of Berlin: The Zhukov-Chuykov Dispute of 1965." Harriet Fast Scott (University of Miami)
"The Zhukov Affair Twenty Years Later: The Unanswered Questions." William Sprhr (U.S. Central Intelligence Agency)
Discussants: Thomas Wolfe (The Rand Corporation)
Timothy Colton (University of Toronto)
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 14
8:00 A.M. TO 4:00 P.M.
AAASS REGISTRATION (Upper Lobby, 2nd Floor)

9:00 TO 11:00 A.M.

(A) SOVIET SEACOAST DEVELOPMENT (California Room)
Chairperson: Theodore Shabad (The New York Times and Soviet Geography)
Papers:
"Historical Perspectives on the Russian Drive toward Seacoasts." David Hooson (University of California-Berkeley)
"Foreign Trade Impact on Seacoast Urban Development." George Huzinec (Lehman College)
"Seacoast Development in the Far East and the BAM." Victor L. Mote (University of Houston)
Discussant: Robert G. Jensen (Syracuse University)

(B) ARMS CONTROL AND SOVIET STUDIES (South American Room)
Chairperson: Roman Kolkowicz (University of California, Los Angeles)
Papers:
"Technological Aspects." Edward Luttwak (Johns Hopkins University)
"Organizational-Institutional Aspects." Benjamin Lambeth (The Rand Corporation)
"Political and Security Issues." Lawrence Caldwell (Occidental College)
"Soviet Military and Arms Control." Douglas Garthoff (U.S. Central Intelligence Agency)
Discussants: Arnold J. Horelick (The Rand Corporation)
Helmut Sonnenfeldt (Johns Hopkins University)

(C) RUSSIAN MERCHANTS AND PEASANT ENTREPRENEURS: A BOURGEOISIE? (New York Room)
Chairperson: Ruth A. Roosa (Columbia University)
Papers:
"The Moscow Merchants and Municipal Government, 1873-1893." Walter S. Hancock (SUNY-Cortland)

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 14 (Continued)
9:00 TO 11:00 A.M.

"The Ideology of the Moscow Merchants, 1900-1905: Problems of Definition." Thomas C. Owen (Louisiana State University)
"The Weakness of 'Bourgeois Liberalism' in Moscow, 1905-1914." James L. West (Trinity College, Hartford)
"The Russian Peasantry, the Tsarist Government and the Siberian Agricultural Boom." Daniel R. Katzner (U.S. Central Intelligence Agency)
Discussants: Frederick Carstensen (University of Virginia)
Anita Baker (University of Utah)

(B) SOVIET LAW IN INTERDISCIPLINARY PERSPECTIVE (Senate Room)
Chairperson: John N. Hazard (Columbia University)
Papers:
"Is There Continuity from Speransky to Brezhnev?" Marc Raeff (Columbia University)
"Is Law Still Superstructure?" David Granick (University of Wisconsin)
"Is Law an Optimum Control Mechanism?" Walter D. Connor (University of Pennsylvania)
"Is Soviet Law Essentially Politics?" John Reshetar (University of Washington)
Discussant: Elliott Mossman (University of Pennsylvania)

(E) NEO-SLAVOPHILISM (Ohio Room)
Chairperson: John Dunlop (Oberlin College)
Papers:
"Recent Trends in Neo-Slavophile Theory." Dmitry Pospielov (University of Western Ontario)
"Derevensshchiki." Gleb Zekulin (University of Toronto)
"Vasili Shukshin." John Dunlop (Oberlin College)
Discussant: Lurii Handler (Radio Liberty)
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 14 (Continued)

9:00 TO 11:00 A.M.

(F) AMERICAN LANGUAGE PROGRAMS IN THE USSR: EVALUATION AND AGENDA FOR THE FUTURE (Pan-American Room)

Chairperson: Dan Davidson (Bryn Mawr College)

Paper: "Overview." Joseph Conrad (University of Kansas)

Discussants: Herbert J. Ellison (University of Washington), Daniel C. Matuszewski (IREX), Richard Thompson (U.S. Office of Education), Yale Richmond (U.S. Department of State)

(G) TOWARD A DEVELOPMENTAL THEORY OF COMMUNIST CIVIL-MILITARY RELATIONS (Massachusetts Room)

Chairperson: Dale Herspring (U.S. Department of State)


Discussants: Teresa Harmstone (Carleton University), David Segal (University of Maryland)

(H) SOCIALIST PUBLIC POLICY IN COMPARATIVE PERSPECTIVE (Michigan Room)

Chairperson: J. A. Kuhlman (University of South Carolina)

Papers: "Approaches to Study of Socialist Public Policy." N. A. Welsh (University of Iowa) "Public Policy Process in Poland." Barclay Ward (University of the South) "Alternative Approaches to Elite Recruitment in East Europe." Jack Bielasik (Indiana University)

Discussant: Bernard K. Faber (Connecticut College)

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 14 (Continued)

9:00 TO 11:00 A.M.

(I) WORKSHOP ON DEVELOPING COLLECTIONS FOR SCHOLARLY RESEARCH (Executive Suite)

Chairperson: Renata Rotkowicz (Washington University, St. Louis)


"Use of Microforms in Collection Development." Steven Rice (University Microfilms International)

"Preservation for the Future: Film the Slavic Research Collection." Nina A. Lencek (Columbia University Libraries)

(J) PRE-COLLEGE SLAVIC STUDIES--WHAT ARE THEY? WHAT THEY COULD BE. (Continental Room)

Co-sponsored by National Program for the Advancement of Pre-College Studies

Chairperson: Robert R. Carlson (University of Michigan-Ann Arbor)


Discussant: Robert R. Carlson (University of Michigan-Ann Arbor)

Religion in Communist Dominated Areas (RCDA) Meeting (Parlor 509)

11:00 A.M. TO 1:00 P.M.

(A) WORKSHOP ON U.S.-SOVIET TRADE: PROBLEMS AND PROSPECTS (Senate Room)

Moderator: Allen J. Lenz (U.S. Department of Commerce)

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 14 (Continued)
11:00 A.M. TO 1:00 P.M.

(B) FINLANDIZATION: A SOVIET STRATEGY OR A GEOPOLITICAL FOOTNOTE? (Ohio Room)
Chairperson: Alvin Z. Rubinstein (University of Pennsylvania)
Papers:
"Finlandization: A Conspectus for a Soviet Strategy." George Ginsburgs (Rutgers University), Alvin Z. Rubinstein (University of Pennsylvania)
"Soviet-French Relations." Robert Legvold (Tufts University)
"Soviet-West German Relations." Angela Stent Yergin (Harvard University)
"Soviet-Scandinavian Relations." C.G. Jacobsen (Acadia University)
Discussants: Martha Mautner (U.S. Department of State) William Griffith (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)

(C) THE ADRIATIC SEA AND ITS BALKAN HINTERLAND (Michigan Room)
Chairperson: Wayne S. Vucinich (Stanford University)
Papers:
"Venice and the Balkan Hinterland States in the Late Middle Ages." Rasa Krekic (University of California-Los Angeles)
"The Commercial Role of Dubrovnik in XVth and XVIth Centuries." Miodrag B. Petrovich (Hope College)
"Serbia and the Adriatic Sea in the XIX and the XX Centuries." Dimitri Djordjevic (University of California-Santa Barbara)
Discussant: William H. McNeill (University of Chicago)

(D) THE IMPACT OF EXTERNAL DISTURBANCES ON THE SOVIET UNION AND EASTERN EUROPE (New York Room)
Chairperson: Egon Neuberger (SUNY-Stony Brook)
Papers:
"Balance of Payments Adjustment in Centrally Planned Economies." Thomas Wolf (Ohio State University)
"The Conflict between Internal and External Balance in Centrally Planned Economies." Richard Portes (University of London)
"The Impact of External Disturbances on the Soviet Union." Steven Rosefielde (University of North Carolina)
"The Impact of International Stagflation on Eastern Europe: Hungary, Poland, and Yugoslavia." Alan A. Brown (University of Windsor), Zbigniew Fallenbichl (University of Windsor), Egon Neuberger (SUNY-Stony Brook), Laura D'Andra Tyson (University of California-Berkeley)
Discussants: Edward Ames (SUNY-Stony Brook) Michael Manove Paul Gregory (University of Houston) Josef Brada (New York University)

(E) THE SOCIAL CONTEXT OF SOVIET SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY (California Room)
Chairperson: Susan Gross Solomon (University of Toronto)
Papers:
"The Influence of Organizational Arrangements on the Quality of Science." Thane Gustafson (Harvard University)
"The Socio-Psychological Climate of Soviet Basic Research." Linda L. Lubrano (The American University)
"The Impact of the USSR Academy of Sciences on Technical Innovation." Simon Kassel (The Rand Corporation)
"The Organization and Administration of Applied Research in the USSR." Bruce Parrott (John Hopkins University)
"Soviet Engineers: Social Roles and Attitudes." Kendall Bailes (University of California-Irvine)
Discussant: Loren Graham (Columbia University)

(F) CONTEMPORARY UKRAINIAN POLITICS (Continental Room)
Chairperson: Jaroslaw Pelenski (University of Iowa)
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 14 (Continued)
11:00 A.M. TO 1:00 P.M.

          "Current Ukrainian Party Politics." Kay Oliver (U.S. Central Intelligence Agency)
          "Nationalism as a Political Issue in the Ukraine." Werner G. Hahn (Foreign Broadcast Information Service)
          "Historiography, Politics and Ideology." Roman Solchanyk (Rutgers University)
          "Ukrainian Dissent: Symbolic Politics and Socio-demographic Aspects." Kenneth C. Farmer (Marquette University)

Discussant: Roman Szporluk (University of Michigan-Ann Arbor)

(G) THE LEGACY OF M. M. BAKHTIN (Parlor 609)
Chairperson: James N. Holquist (University of Texas-Austin)
Papers:  "Bakhtin and Dostoevsky." Garry Morson (University of Pennsylvania)
          "Bakhtin and Medvedyev." Albert Wehrle (Goucher College)
          "Bakhtin and Voloshinov." Vadim Liapunov (Indiana University)
          "M. Bakhtin and B. A. Uspenskij." I. R. Titunik (University of Michigan-Ann Arbor)

Discussant: Ladislav Matejka (University of Michigan-Ann Arbor)

(H) POLISH LITERATURE AND POLISH-RUSSIAN LITERARY CONTACTS (Pan-American Room)
Co-sponsored by the Literary Section of the Polish Institute of Arts and Sciences in America
Chairperson: Frank Mocha (University of Illinois at Chicago Circle; Chairman, Literary Section of the Polish Institute)
Papers:  "Mickiewicz and Pushkin: Criteria for Comparison." Frank Mocha (University of Illinois-Chicago Circle)

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 14 (Continued)
11:00 A.M. TO 1:00 P.M.

"The Image of the Russian in Polish Literature." Harold B. Segel (Columbia University)
"Polish Heroic Woman: The Motif of the Siege of trombowla in Polish and Russian Literature." Leon T. Blaszczyk (New York University)
"Julian Tuwim and Konstantin Bal'mont." Zoya Yurloff (New York University)
"The Reception of Russian Literature in People's Poland." Magnus J. Krynski (Duke University)
"Some Thoughts on the Image of the Kresy in Contemporary Polish Fiction." Jerzy Krzyzanowski (Ohio State University)

(J) PLURALISM IN COMMUNIST SOCIETIES: IS THE EMPEROR NAKED? (South American Room)
Chairperson: Sarah M. Terry (Tufts University)
Paper:  "Conceptual Bridge or Abyss? Interest Group Politics in Comparative Perspective." Andrew Janos (University of California, Berkeley)
Discussants: Charles Gati (Union College and Columbia University)
            Zvi Gitelman (University of Michigan-Ann Arbor)
            Franklyn Griffiths (University of Toronto)
            William E. Odom (U.S. National Security Council Staff)
            H. Gordon Skilling (University of Toronto)

(J) RURAL TRANSFORMATION IN HUNGARY, 1848-1945 (Massachusetts Room)
Co-sponsored by American Association for Study of Hungarian History
Chairperson: Jerome Blum (Princeton University)
Papers:  "The Emancipation of the Peasantry and Agricultural Development in Hungary." John Komlos (University of Chicago)
          "The Hungarian Peasantry During the Bach Regime." Peter I. Hidos (Dawson College)
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 14 (Continued)
11:00 A.M. TO 1:00 P.M.

"The Origin of Peasant Socialist Movements." Bela Kiraly (Brooklyn College and the Graduate School of CUNY)

"Hungarian Peasant Society During and After World War I." Joseph Heid (Rutgers University)

Discussant: Ivan Volgyes (University of Nebraska)

2:00 TO 4:00 P.M.

(A) WORKSHOP ON EAST EUROPEAN COMMERCIAL RELATIONS (Pan-American Room)

Moderator: Edward Wilson (U.S. Chamber of Commerce)

Panelists: Lawrence Brainard (Bankers Trust Company)
Josef Brada (New York University)
Malcolm C. Koch (Chemical Bank)
Martin Kohl (U.S. Department of State)
Kempton B. Jenkins (U.S. Department of State)

(B) DOMESTIC DETERMINANTS OF SOVIET FOREIGN POLICY (South American Room)

Chairperson: Grey Hodnett (York University)

Papers:
"Conceptualizing Domestic Influences on Soviet Foreign Policy." Jerry Hough (Duke University)

"Technology Transfer and Soviet Foreign Policy." Rensselaer Lee III (Mathematica, Bethesda, Maryland)

"The Soviet Political System and Foreign Policy Making." Ben Fischer (U.S. Central Intelligence Agency)

"Great Russian Nationalism and Soviet Foreign Policy." Frederick Barghoorn (Yale University)

Discussant: Franklyn Griffiths (University of Toronto)

(C) PATTERNS OF ANNEXATION UNDER PETER THE GREAT (Massachusetts Room)

Chairperson: James Craction (University of Illinois-Urbana)

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 14 (Continued)
2:00 TO 4:00 P.M.

Papers:
"Aspects of Petrine Imperial and Absolutist Ideology." James Craction (University of Illinois)

"Autocrat Among Republicans: Peter I in Poland in 1707." Andrzej Kaminski (Columbia University)

"Peter I's Policies in the Baltic Territories." Romuald Misiunas (Williams College)

"The Establishment of Direct Imperial Control in the Ukraine during the Petrine Period." Grete Subtelny (Hamilton College)

(D) ROUNDTABLE: "KREMLINOLOGY REVISITED" (Senate Room)

Moderator: Kenneth A. Kerst (Kennan Institute)

Panelists: Victor Zorza (Columnist)
Robert Conquest (Hoover Institution)
Michel Tatu (Le Monde)

Discussants: John A. Armstrong (University of Wisconsin)
Sidney Ploss (U.S. Department of State)

(E) ENVIRONMENTAL CONSTRAINTS AND SOVIET POLICY (Michigan Room)

Chairperson: Henry Krisch (University of Connecticut)

Papers:
"Environmental Constraints on Soviet Development: The Case of BAM." Henry Krisch (University of Connecticut)

"Environmental Factors in Inter-Basin Water Transfer Policy." Philip P. Micklin (Western Michigan University)

"Soviet Pollution Control: One City At A Time." Victor E. Mote (University of Houston)

Discussants: Thomas J. Schoenbaum (University of North Carolina)
Thane Gustafson (Harvard University)

(F) PERCEPTIONS OF THE SOVIET MILITARY AND THE U.S. MILITARY (Congressional Room)

Chairperson: Keith Dunn (Army War College)
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 14 (Continued)
2:00 TO 4:00 P.M.


"Soviet Perceptions of the US Military." Arthur A. Zuehlke, Jr. (Defense Intelligence School)

Discussants: Robert G. Kaiser (The Washington Post)

(G) MODERN SLOVENE LITERATURE AND MUSIC (California Room)

Co-sponsored by the Society for Slovene Studies

Chairperson: William W. Derbyshire (Rutgers University)

Papers: "Slovene Literature During World War I." Anton Kovac (Wuppertal, West Germany)

"The Poetry of France Balantic." Frank Bukvic (Fairfield University)

"The International Significance of Srecko Kosovel's Integrals Today." William Heiliger (Menlo Park, California)

"The Music of Lucijant Marija Skerjanc." Metod Milac (Syracuse University)

Discussant: Eric Kovacic (Library of Congress)

(H) RUSSIAN LITERATURE AND THE CULTURE OF ORTHODOXY (Parlor 509)

Chairperson: Robert A. Maguire (Columbia University)

Papers: "Boratynskij's Religion." Heinrich A. Stammer (University of Kansas)

"Changing Orthodoxy: The Case of Nikolai Leskov." Paul R. Vallerie (Columbia University)

"Tolstoy's Religion of Life." Richard F. Gustafson (Barnard College and Columbia University)
THE INDEX TO PRAVDÁ

- Valuable?
- Essential?
- Worth Continuing?

Usefulness is the Key. — Do you know how useful the Pravda Index can be? Do your colleagues and librarians? See it at the AAASS/CDSF publications booth.

A Turning Point. — The Index is at a turning point where increased subscriptions are a must. Either the users make it viable or it faces a critical year.

It's Up to Us All. — There are doubtless more Pravda Index users and potential users at this convention than will be gathered in any one place for some time to come. If you support the project, won't you insist that your institution subscribe?

Inquiries to:
Index to Pravda, 2043 Millikin Road, Columbus, Ohio 43210

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 14 (Continued)
2:00 TO 4:00 P.M.

(1) BULGARIAN SOCIETY IN THE SEVENTIES (New York Room)
Chairperson: L. A. Dellin (University of Vermont)

Papers:  
"Foreign Policy: The Soviet Connection." Nissan Oren (Hebrew University of Jerusalem)  
"The Domestic Political Scene." Marshall Lee Miller (Attorney)  
"Economic Realities." Mark Allen (International Monetary Fund)  
"Families, Communities, and Socio-economic Changes." Roger Whitaker (Boston University)  
"Literary Dissent Revisited." Atanas Slavov (Writer)

Discussants: Joel M. Halpern (University of Massachusetts)  
Christo Ognianoff (Author)

(2) MODERNIZATION, HUMAN RIGHTS AND NATIONALISM IN EAST EUROPEAN COUNTRIES (Ohio Room)
Co-sponsored by the Association for the Study of the Nationalities
Chairperson: George Klein (Western Michigan University)

Papers:  
"Poland." Anthony Kraszewski (University of Texas-El Paso)  
"Czechoslovakia." Milan Reban (North Texas State University)  
"Bulgaria." Peter John Georgeoff (Purdue University)  
"Romania." Trond Gilberg (Pennsylvania State University)  
"Yugoslavia." George Klein (Western Michigan University)  
"Hungary." Ivan Volgyes (University of Nebraska)  
"Albania." John M. Kolsti (University of Texas-Austin)
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 14 (Continued)

2:00 TO 4:00 P.M.

WORKSHOP ON DYNAMIC INVENTORY OF SOVIET AND EAST EUROPEAN STUDIES IN THE UNITED STATES (Presidential Ballroom)

Chairperson: Gordon Turner (American Council of Learned Societies)

Presentation: Warren W. Eason (Ohio State University)

Discussants: Richard T. Thompson (U.S. Office of Education)
E. Raymond Plagig (U.S. Department of State)
Richard D. Lambert (University of Pennsylvania)
Peter F. Sugar (University of Washington)
S. Frederick Starr (Kennan Institute for Advanced Russian Studies)
William Zimmerman (University of Michigan-Ann Arbor)
Anna K. Stuliglova (Cornell University)
Dorothy W. Knapp (IREX)
Ivan Volgyes (University of Nebraska)
Dan E. Davidson (Bryn Mawr College)
Irene P. Winner (Emmanuel College)

2:00 TO 5:00 P.M.

OPEN HOUSE AT THE VOICE OF AMERICA (See Special Events)

4:00 P.M.

NATIONAL PROGRAM FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF PRE-COLLEGE RUSSIAN AND EAST EUROPEAN STUDIES Business Meeting (Executive Suite)

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR SOUTHEAST EUROPEAN STUDIES (AASES) EXECUTIVE COUNCIL (Continental Room)

MEETING OF THE INTERNATIONAL EDITORIAL BOARD: STUDIES IN COMPARATIVE COMMUNISM (Michigan Room)

4:00 TO 6:00 P.M.

PRESENTATION AT THE LIBRARY OF CONGRESS (See Special Events)

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 14 (Continued)

4:00 TO 7:00 P.M.

RECEPTIONS OPENING THE EXHIBITION OF NEW ART FROM THE SOVIET UNION: THE KNOWN AND THE UNKNOWN. (See Special Events)

5:00 P.M.

SOCIETY FOR SLOVENE STUDIES (SSS) Business Meeting (Parlor 509)

5:00 TO 7:00 P.M.

RECEPTION SPONSORED BY THE INSTITUTE FOR SINO-SOVIET STUDIES (The George Washington University) (See Special Events)

6:00 TO 8:00 P.M.

RECEPTION SPONSORED BY THE KENNAN INSTITUTE FOR ADVANCED RUSSIAN STUDIES, The Wilson Center. (See Special Events)

6:30 TO 7:30 P.M.

THE POLISH INSTITUTE (PIAS) Business Meeting (Michigan Room)

8:00 P.M.

ASSOCIATION FOR THE STUDY OF THE NATIONALITIES (ASN) Business Meeting (Continental Room)

8:30 P.M.

RECEPTION SPONSORED BY GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY (See Special Events)

9:00 TO 11:00 P.M.

INDIANA UNIVERSITY RECEPTION - CASH BAR (Executive Club)
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 15
8:00 A.M. TO 4:00 P.M.
AAASS REGISTRATION (Upper Lobby, 2nd Floor)

8:30 TO 10:30 A.M.

(A) PRIVATE ENTERPRISE IN EAST EUROPEAN SOCIALISM (New York Room)
Chairperson: Morris Bornstein (University of Michigan-Ann Arbor)
Papers:
- "The Private Sector in Poland: A Modern Communist Dilemma." Andrzej Korbonski (University of California-Los Angeles)
- "The Private Economy of Socialist Hungary." Ivan Volgyes (University of Nebraska)
- "The Private Sector in Yugoslavia." Stephen Sacks (University of Connecticut)
Discussants: Gregory Grossman (University of California-Berkeley)
Walter D. Connor (Foreign Service Institute and University of Pennsylvania)

(B) EURCOMMUNISM: SOVIET AND WEST EUROPEAN COMMUNIST ATTITUDES (South American Room)
Chairperson: Robert Gerald Livingston (German Marshall Fund)
Papers:
- "The Western European Communist Movement's Attitude Toward Russia: Yesterday and Today." Giuseppe Boffa (Member of the Board, Instituto Gramsci, Rome)
- "Le PC de l'URSS et l'organisation régionale européenne en 1917, en 1921-22, et en 1939." Jean Laloy (Institute of Political Studies and National School of Administration, Paris)
Discussants: Robert Tucker (Princeton University)

(C) STUDIES IN THE APPLICATION OF QUANTITATIVE METHOD TO RUSSIAN SOCIAL HISTORY (Ohio Room)
Chairperson: Daniel R. Brower (University of California-Davis)
Papers:
- "Charitable Associations in Early 20th Century Russia." Adele Lindenmeyer (Princeton University)

(D) WORKSHOP ON ACCESS TO INFORMATION: RECENT DEVELOPMENTS IN THE SLAVIC AND EAST EUROPEAN FIELD (Massachusetts Room)
Chairperson: Mariana Tax Choldin (University of Illinois-Urbana)
Discussion: "The CONSER Project: Opportunities for Development of an Automated Data Base for Slavic and East European Serials." Anna K. Steglowa (Cornell University)
"The Slavic Union Catalog and Other Major Resources at the Library of Congress." David H. Kraus (Library of Congress)
"University of Illinois' Slavic Reference Service." Mariana Tax Choldin (University of Illinois-Urbana)
Rapporteur: Marcella L. Stark (Syracuse University)

(E) STABILITY OF THE SOVIET SYSTEM (Senate Room)
Chairperson: Donald E. Graves (U.S. Department of State)
Papers:
- "Is the Soviet Regime Stable?" Igor Birman (U.S. Department of Commerce)
- "Public Opinion, Legitimacy, and the Soviet Future." George Breslauer (University of California-Berkeley)
Discussants: Thomas Larson
Henry Morton (Queens College, New York)

(F) WHAT'S HAPPENING TO SLAVIC LANGUAGES IN AMERICA? (Congressional Room)
Chairperson: Jan Perkowski (University of Virginia)
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 15 (Continued)
8:30 TO 10:30 A.M.

Papers:  "The Slovenian Language in America." Joseph Paternost
(Pennsylvania State University)

"Ukrainian Language Maintenance in Canada and the USA." jaroslav Rudyc'kyj (University of Manitoba)

"The Ethnic Press in America." Joseph D. Dwyer
(University of Minnesota)

"Russian Bilingualism in the United States." Olga Garnica (Ohio State University)

Discussant: Thomas Magner (Pennsylvania State University)

---

(G) CONTROL OF THE SOVIET MILITARY (California Room)

Chairperson: John A. McDonnell (Dalhousie University)

Papers:  "Control of Soviet Defense Policy." John A. McDonnell
(Dalhousie University)

"Political Control and Contemporary Soviet Military Development." Michael J. Deane (University of Miami)

"Soviet Command and Control." Tyrus Cobb (U.S. Military Academy)

"People's Control in the Soviet Armed Forces." Eugene Betit (U.S. Army)

"The Soviet Decision-Making Process." Ellen Jones
(U.S. Defense Intelligence Agency)

Discussant: Paul Holman (Georgetown University)

---

(H) LOCAL POLITICAL RECRUITMENT AND PARTICIPATORY ATTITUDES IN EASTERN EUROPE (Continental Room)

Chairperson: Jan F. Triska (Stanford University)

Papers:  "The Role of Traditional Hierarchies in Local Political Leadership in Romania." John Cole (University of Massachusetts)

"The Dilemma of Local Government in Eastern Europe." Daniel N. Nelson (University of Kentucky)

"Poland's Sub-National Elites." Jaroslaw Pielkakiewicz
(University of Kansas)

"Attitudes of Local Political Actors in Yugoslavia." Cal Clark (New Mexico State University); Karl P. Johnson
(University of Missouri)

Discussants: M. George Zaminovich (University of Oregon)
Irwin Sanders (Boston University)

---

(I) ROMANTICISM AND NEO-ROMANTICISM (Michigan Room)

Chairperson: Evelyn Bristol (University of Illinois)

Papers:  "Ideas and Images of Music in Pushkin," Robert P. Hughes
(University of California-Berkeley)

"Tютчев and Baratynsky: Alternatives in Russian Romanticism." Sarah Pratt (Oberlin College)
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 15 (Continued)
8:30 TO 10:30 A.M.

"Briusov and the Romantics." Joan Grossman (University of California-Berkeley)

"The French Connection." John G. Garrard (University of Virginia)

9:00 A.M. TO 12:00 NOON

PLANNING COMMITTEE TO ORGANIZE 1979 CONFERENCE ON SOUTHEASTERN EUROPE.
(Palor 509)

Organizers: Kenneth E. Naylor (Ohio State University)
E. G. Walters (Ohio State University)

Note Exhibition of Art from the Soviet Union. (See Special Events)

10:30 A.M. TO 12:30 P.M.

(A) THE SOVIET ECONOMY IN THE EIGHTIES: ALTERNATIVE PATHS (Massachusetts Room)

Chairperson: Holland Hunter (Haverford College)

Papers:

"Output Trends: Prospects and Problems." F. Douglas Whitehouse (U.S. Central Intelligence Agency)

"Foreign Economic Relations." Donald W. Green (Chase Manhattan Bank) and Peter Miovic (Wharton Econometric Forecasting Associates)

"Changing Factors in Farming." Barbara S. Severin (U.S. Central Intelligence Agency)

"The Defense Burden and Arms Control." Daniel Gallik (U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency)

"Labor Supply Constraints and Responses." Philip Grossman (U.S. Central Intelligence Agency)

(B) TWO LEADERS, TWO CULTS (Ohio Room)

Chairperson: Stephen F. Cohen (Princeton University)

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 15 (Continued)

10:30 A.M. TO 12:30 P.M.

Papers:

"The Death of Lenin, the Birth of a Cult." Nina Tumarkin-Fosburg (Wellesley College)

"Stalin and His Personality Cult, 1929-1934." Robert C. Tucker (Princeton University)

Discussant: Vera S. Dunham (Queens College, New York)

(C) ARCHIVES: PROJECTS ON SOURCE MATERIALS ON RUSSIA AND THE SOVIET UNION (New York Room)

Chairperson: David M. Crowe, Jr. (U.S. National Archives)

Papers: "Archival Resources in the Soviet Baltic, Belorussia and the Ukraine." Patricia K. Grimsted (Harvard University)


Discussants: J. L. Wieczynski (Virginia Polytechnic Institute), R. V. Allen (Library of Congress)

(D) CONSERVATIVE VALUES IN SOVIET SOCIETY (South American Room)

Chairperson: Alexander Dallin (Stanford University)

Papers:

"Social Conservatism." Gail W. Lapidus (University of California-Berkeley)

"The Right-Wing Alternative in Soviet Politics and Society." Alexander Yanov (University of California-Berkeley)

"The Congruence Between Soviet Popular Conservatism and Politics." Paul Hollander (Harvard University)

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 15 (Continued)
10:30 A.M. TO 12:30 P.M.

(E) AMERICAN LANGUAGE PROGRAMS IN EASTERN EUROPE: EVALUATION AND AGENDA FOR THE FUTURE (Senate Room)

Chairperson: Joseph Conrad (University of Kansas)

Papers:  
"An Overview of Programs in Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, Czechoslovakia and Romania." Charles E. Gribble (Ohio State University)  
"An Overview of Programs in Poland." Eugene Kusielewicz (The Kosciuszko Foundation)

Discussants: Gordon Turner (American Council of Learned Societies)  
Joseph Belmonte (U.S. Office of Education)  
Lucia Capodilupo (IREX)  
Dorothy Knapp (IREX)  
Yale Richmond (U.S. Department of State)

(F) PROSPECTS FOR THE SOVIET NAVY (Congressional Room)

Chairperson: Steven Kime (U.S. National War College)

Papers:  
"Soviet Naval Missions for the Future." John Chomeau (U.S. Central Intelligence Agency)

Discussants: Barry Blechman (Brookings Institution)  
Donald Jameson (Tetra Tech, Inc.)  
Michael McCraw (Dalhousie University)

(G) ROUNDTABLE: POLAND: POLICY ALTERNATIVES IN A PERIOD OF CHANGE. (Pan American Room)

Moderator: Roger Kanet (University of Illinois)

Panelists:  
"Poland's Foreign Trade." Zbigniew Fallenbuchi (University of Windsor)  
"Mental Health Programs and Policies in Poland." Louis Frydman (University of Kansas)

(H) PUSHKIN (California Room)

Chairperson: Walter Vickery (University of North Carolina)

Papers:  
"Bilibin Illustrations to Pushkin's Tales." Nina Perlina (Brown University)  
"The Characterization of Tat'iana in Pushkin's Evgenii Onegin." Geraldine Kelley (University of California-Berkeley)  
"Pushkin's Arion: A New Interpretation." Gerald Mikkelson (University of Kansas)  
Raisa Iezuitova (Leningrad) (Invited)  
Vadim Waturo (Leningrad) (Invited)

(I) HUMANISM IN THE LANDS OF THE HAPSBURG EMPIRE (Continental Room)

Co-sponsored by the Society for Slovene Studies

Chairperson: Carole Rogel (Ohio State University)

Papers:  
"Background: Limits and Trends." Henry R. Cooper, Jr. (Northwestern University)  
"Czech and Slovak Humanism." Joseph Zacek (SUNY-Albany)
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 15 (Continued)

10:30 A.M. TO 12:30 P.M.

"Hungarian Humanism." Leslie Domonkos (Youngstown State University)

"History and Political Writings of Croatian Humanists." M. B. Petrovich (University of Wisconsin)

"Croatian Humanism in Literature." Ante Kadic (Indiana University)

"Humanism in the Slovene Lands." Rado Lencek (Columbia University)

Discussant: Nikola Pribic (Florida State University)

NATIONALISM VERSUS COMMUNISM IN THE USSR AND EASTERN EUROPE (Michigan Room)

Co-sponsored by the Association for the Study of Nationalities

Chairperson: Ihor Kamenetsky (Central Michigan University)

Papers:

"Soviet Nationality Concept: A Rhetorical or Final Solution?" Oleh Fedysyn (Richmond College)

"Russification of Marxism in the 1970s." Stephan Horak (Eastern Illinois University)

"The Two-German-Nation Doctrine." Stephen Possony (Hoover Library)

Discussants: Donald W. Treadgold (University of Washington) Stephen Scherer (Central Michigan University)

1:30 TO 3:30 P.M.

(A) SOVIET ENERGY (New York Room)

Chairperson: Theodore Shabad (The New York Times and Soviet Geography)

Papers:

"Soviet Fuel Mix and the Revival of Coal." Leslie Dienes (University of Kansas)

"The Growing Significance of Soviet Nuclear Power Generation." Philip R. Pryde (San Diego State University)

"Siberian Manpower: Implications for Energy Development." David Powell (Harvard University)

"Energy Politics in the Soviet Bloc." John M. Kramer (Mary Washington College)

Discussants: Arthur W. Wright (Purdue University) Alan B. Smith (U.S. Central Intelligence Agency)

(B) SIBERIAN DEVELOPMENT: THE IMPLICATIONS FOR ASIA (California Room)

Chairperson: Allen S. Whiting (University of Michigan-Ann Arbor)

Papers:

"The Implications for Japanese Policy." Donald C. Hellman (University of Washington)

"The Implications for Chinese Policy." Roy Grow (Brandeis University)

"Soviet Policy Implications." Thomas Robinson (University of Washington)

Discussants: Kim Woodard (Stanford University and Princeton University) George A. Lensen (Florida State University)

(C) THE PLANNING AND USE OF POLICY-ORIENTED RESEARCH (South American Room)

Chairperson: Richard C. Rowson

Papers:

"The Research Manager and Congress." William Whitson (Library of Congress)

"Planning Scholarly Research." Phillip Uren (Carleton University)

12:30 TO 2:00 P.M.

WORKSHOP OF EDITORS IN THE SLAVIC AND COMMUNIST FIELDS (Parlor 609)

Moderator: Peter Berton (Editor, Studies in Comparative Communism, University of Southern California)
1:30 TO 3:30 P.M.

"Role of a University Press." Chester Kerr (Yale University Press)

"Viewpoint of the User and Policy Planner." William Hyland (U.S. National Security Council Staff)

Discussant: Harry Rositzke (Retired, U.S. Central Intelligence Agency)

(D) POLICY IMPLICATIONS OF SOVIET DEMOGRAPHIC AND LABOR FORCE TRENDS (Michigan Room)

Chairperson: Brian Silver (Michigan State University)

Papers:

"Nationalities." Lubomyr Hajda (Harvard University)

"Economics and Education." Barney K. Schwalberg (Brandeis University)

"Military Aspects." J. Dale Paffenbog (U.S. Department of the Air Force)

Discussant: Murray Feshbach (U.S. Department of Commerce)

(E) A NEW LOOK AT THE PARTY: A QUESTION OF EFFICACY (Senate Room)

Chairperson: Ellen Mickiewicz (Michigan State University)

Papers:

"The Measurement of Party Efficacy." Donald Schwartz (University of Toronto)

"Trends in Administration and Recruitment." Richard E. Topping (U.S. Central Intelligence Agency)


(F) THE STANDARDIZATION OF LANGUAGES IN EASTERN EUROPE (Ohio Room)

Chairperson: Ladislav Matejka (University of Michigan-Ann Arbor)

Papers:

"Norm and Dignity." Ricardo Picchio (Yale University)

"Language Standardization in a Bilingual State: Czechoslovakia." Zdenek Salzman (University of Massachusetts)

"Language Standardization in a Multilingual State: Yugoslavia." Thomas Magner (Pennsylvania State University)

"One Language: Three States: Ukrainian." Roman Szporluk (University of Michigan-Ann Arbor)

Discussant: Edward Stankiewicz (Yale University)

(G) F. M. DOSTOEVSKY'S THE IDIOT (Congressional Room)

Chairperson: Helen Segall (Dickinson College)

Papers:

"Notions of Narrative in The Notebooks for the Idiot." Robin Miller (Columbia University)

"The Defective Structure of The Idiot." Nathan Rosen (University of Rochester)

"Alien Voice, Dissonances, and False Notes in The Idiot." Victor Terras (Brown University)

"Reversals of Value Systems in The Idiot." Frank Silbajoris (Ohio State University)

"The Idiot on the Stage." Nadine Natov (George Washington University)

Discussant: James Holquist (University of Texas-Austin)

(H) YUGOSLAVIA: ACCOMPLISHMENTS AND PROBLEMS (Pan-American Room)

Chairperson: George W. Hoffman (University of Texas-Austin)

Papers:

"Foreign Relations." Fred W. Neal (Claremont Graduate School)

"Economic Relations." Laura D'Andrea Tyson (University of California-Berkeley)

"The Party." Paul S. Shoup (University of Virginia)
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 15 (Continued)

1:30 TO 3:30 P.M.

"Multi-National Yugoslavia." Gary K. Bertsch (University of Georgia)

"Humanism and Marxism." Oscar Grunewald (Santa Monica College)

"Yugoslav Literary Criticism in the '60s and '70s." Anthony M. Mlikotin (University of Southern California)

(I) ROUND TABLE: SLAVIC STUDIES--THE NEED FOR LINKAGES BETWEEN ALL LEVELS OF EDUCATION (Continental Room)

Co-sponsored by the National Program for the Advancement of Pre-College Russian and East European Studies.

Chairperson: Robert R. Carlson (University of Michigan-Ann Arbor)

Topics:

"Articulation from High School to College Russian." Zita D. Dabars (Friends School) and Rudy Lentulay (Goucher College)

"Involvement in the Junior College." Edith Campbell Clarke (University of Washington)

"The View from Below--Pre-College Studies." Robert R. Carlson (University of Michigan-Ann Arbor)

(J) THE CONTINUATION OF NATIONALISM IN EAST CENTRAL EUROPEAN HISTORIOGRAPHY (Massachusetts Room)

Co-sponsored by The American Association for the Study of Hungarian History

Chairperson: S. B. Vardy (Duquesne University)

Papers:

"The Continuation of Nationalism in Hungarian Historiography." Marian Low (John Jay College)

"The Continuation of Nationalism in Yugoslav Historiography." Michael B. Petrovich (University of Wisconsin)

"The Continuation of Nationalism in Romanian Historiography." Stephen Fischer-Galati (University of Colorado)

Discussants: George Barany (University of Denver) and James F. Clarke (University of Pittsburgh)

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 15 (Continued)

3:30 TO 5:00 P.M.

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF SLAVIC STUDIES (AAASS) Business Meeting (South American Room)

6:00 TO 7:00 P.M.

THE UNIVERSITY OF MICHIGAN RECEPTION--CASH BAR (South American Room)

6:30 TO 7:30 P.M.

AAASS RECEPTION--CASH BAR (Presidential Ballroom)

7:30 TO 10:00 P.M.

AAASS BANQUET (Presidential Ballroom)

BANQUET SPEAKER: Richard C. Clark (U.S. Senate, Democrat-Iowa)

"When Knowledge Speaks to Power on Soviet Affairs."

PRESENTATION OF AAASS AWARDS: Donald W. Treadgold, President, AAASS

Greetings from the President of Washington (D.C.) Chapter, AAASS: Murray Feshbach

Greetings from the President of The International Committee for Soviet and East European Studies: Adam Bromke

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 16

8:00 TO 11:30 A.M.

AAASS REGISTRATION (Upper Lobby, 2nd Floor)
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 16 (Continued)

9:00 TO 11:00 A.M.

(A) SOVIET FAMILY BUDGETS AND THE "SECOND ECONOMY" (California Room)

Chairperson: Gregory Grossman (University of California-Berkeley)

Papers:
- "Family Budgets in the Soviet Union as Obtained from Emigre Survey in Israel--Early Results." Gur Ofer (The Hebrew University of Jerusalem), Aaron Vinokur (The Hebrew University of Jerusalem)
- "On the Measurement of the 'Second Economy'." Gertrude F. Schroder (University of Virginia)

[Panel Discussion] Above authors plus Igor Birman (U.S. Department of Commerce), Albina Tretyakova (U.S. Department of Commerce), Aron Katsenelinboigen (University of Pennsylvania)

(B) THE SOVIET UNION AND AFRICA (Pan-American Room)

Chairperson: David Albright (U.S. Information Agency)

Papers:
- "African Political Forces and Moscow." Colin Legum (The London Observer)
- "Soviet Policy Toward Africa." David E. Albright (U.S. Information Agency)
- "The Chinese Factor." George T. Yu (University of Illinois-Urbana)
- "The US Dimension." W. Scott Thompson (Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy)

Discussants: Robert Legvold (Tufts University)
Jon Glassman (U.S. Department of State)
I. William Zartman (New York University)

(C) ECONOMIC THOUGHT IN THE AGE OF CATHERINE (Michigan Room)

Chairperson: David Ransel (University of Illinois-Urbana)

Papers:
- "The Trading Nobility Debate." Victor Kamendrowskii (University of North Carolina)

D) ART SCHOLARSHIP AS A BAROMETER OF CULTURAL POLITICS (Parlor 509)

Chairperson: Ann Farkas (Columbia University)

Papers:
- Elizabeth K. Valkenier (Columbia University)
- Janet Kennedy (Indiana University)
- John Bowlit (University of Texas-Austin)
- Charlotte Douglas (University of Texas-Austin)

(E) ATTITUINAL AND BEHAVIORAL CHANGES AMONG THE EASTERN EUROPEAN PEASANTRY (New York Room)

Chairperson: Irwin Sanders (Boston University)

Papers:
- "Historical Change." Joseph Held (Rutgers University)
- "Social Change." Joel Halpern (University of Massachusetts)
- "Political Change." Ivan Volgyes (University of Nebraska)
- "Cultural Change." Tamas Aczel (University of Massachusetts)

Discussant: Peter Elek (Villanova University)

(F) SOVIET MILITARY POLICY AS A TOOL OF FOREIGN POLICY 1917-1976 (South American Room)

Chairperson: Peter Vigor (Royal Military Academy, Sandhurst, England)

Papers:
- "The Kremlin's Requirement for Armed Force: 1917-1976." Christopher Donnelly (Royal Military Academy)
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 16 (Continued)

9:00 TO 11:00 A.M.

"The Ground Forces in Soviet Military Policy." John Erickson (Edinburgh University)

"The Naval Element in Soviet Military Policy." Michael McGwire (Dalhousie University)

"The Air Element in Soviet Military Policy." William Scott (Georgetown University)

Discussant: Malcolm MacKintosh (International Institute for Strategic Studies, London)

(G) TEACHING COMMERCIAL RUSSIAN (Continental Room)

Chairperson: Ludmilla Turkevich (Rutgers University)

Papers: "A New Business Russian Textbook." Thomas Berry (University of Maryland)

"Commercial Russian and East-West Trade." James Elliot (University of Tennessee)

"Problems in Teaching Business Russian." Sima Ficks (George Washington University)

"Business Russian Exercises." Luba Kowalski

"Russian for Business: Directions for the Future." Ruth Pearce (Bryn Mawr College)

(H) POLITICS AND PSYCHIATRY IN THE USSR (Senate Room)

Chairperson: Abraham Brumberg (U.S. Department of State)

Papers: "Diagnosing Dissent: The Political Dimension." Mark Field (Boston University)

"Diagnosing Dissent: The Psychiatric Dimension." Walter Reich (Yale University)

"Observations of a Former Soviet Psychiatrist." Boris Zoubok (Columbia University)

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 16 (Continued)

9:00 TO 11:00 A.M.

(I) THE FRANCO-RUSSIAN ALLIANCE (Congressional Room)

Chairperson: S. Frederick Starr (Kennan Institute)

Papers: George Kennan (Princeton University)

Henry S. Robinson (Morgan State University)

Olga Crisp (University of London)

Jamie Cockfield (Mercer University)

Discussant: Strobe Talbott (Time)

(J) TOPICS IN MODERN SLOVENE HISTORY AND HISTORIOGRAPHY (Massachusetts Room)

Co-sponsored by The Society for Slovene Studies

Chairperson: Rodolf M. Susel (Tempe, Arizona)


"The History of History Writing in Slovenia." Bogdan Novak (University of Toledo)

"The Influence of Krek's Social Thought and Action on the Christian Socialists between the Two World Wars." Joze Pirjevec-Pierazzi (University of Pisa)


Discussants: Peter Sugar (University of Washington)

Rudolf Cujes (St. Francis Xavier University)

11:00 A.M. TO 1:00 P.M.

(A) HELSINKI AND HUMAN RIGHTS (South American Room)

Chairperson: William Korey (B'nai B'rith International Council)

Papers: "Helsinki and the Problems of Compliance." Virginia Leary (SUNY-Buffalo)
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 16 (Continued)
11:00 A.M. TO 1:00 P.M.

"Helsinki--Impact upon the Dissident Movement." Pavel Litvinov (SUNY-Purchase)

"Helsinki--Character and Extent of Abridgements." Alfred Friendly, Jr. (Council of United States Commission on Security and Cooperation in Europe)

(B) CURRENT LANGUAGE TEACHING AND PROFICIENCY TESTING IN THE GOVERNMENT COMMUNITY (New York Room)

Chairperson: Julia Petrov (U.S. Office of Education)

Papers:
"Counseling-Learning in the Classroom." Earl Stevic (U.S. Department of State, Foreign Service Institute)

"Instructional Systems Development at the Defense Language Institute." Ivy Sue Gibian (U.S. Department of Defense)

"Oral Interview Elicitation Techniques." Pardee Lowe, Jr. (U.S. Central Intelligence Agency)

"The Oral Interview as a Criterion-Referenced Test." Marianne L. Adams (U.S. Department of State, Foreign Service Institute)

Discussant: Gifford D. Malone (U.S. Department of State)

(C) BULGARIA IN THE AGE OF LIBERATION (Michigan Room)

Chairperson: Mark Pinson (Tel Aviv University)

Papers:
"Bulgarian Plans and Programs for the Liberation." Philip Shashko (University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee)

"Geography and Demography South of the Danube, 1600-1800." Bruce McGowan (University of Michigan-Ann Arbor)

(D) THE NEP AND SOVIET INDUSTRIALIZATION POLICY (Continental Room)

Chairperson: W. Donald Bowles (The American University)

Papers:
"The Economic Viability of the NEP." Wolodimir N. Bandera (Temple University)

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 16 (Continued)
11:00 A.M. TO 1:00 P.M.

"The Cultural Revolution and the End of the NEP." Sheila Fitzpatrick (Columbia University)


Discussants: Holland Hunter (Haverford College)
Stephen F. Cohen (Princeton University)

(E) PROBLEMS OF EARLY SOVIET HISTORY (Ohio Room)

Chairperson: William Rosenberg (University of Michigan-Ann Arbor)

Papers:
"Soviet Atheists in the 1920s: Moral Sources and Social Action." Richard Stites (George Washington University)

"Problems of Early Soviet Policies and Institutions." Stephen Blank (University of Chicago)

"From Kornilov to Dukhonin: The Last Attempts to Reform the Russian Revolutionary Army in 1917." Robert S. Feldman (California State University)

Discussant: William Rosenberg (University of Michigan-Ann Arbor)

(F) ISSUES IN SOVIET MILITARY ECONOMICS (Massachusetts Room)

Chairperson: Lee Badgett (U.S. Air Force Academy)

Paper:

"The Soviet Economy and Arms Control." John Despres (U.S. Arms Control and Disarmament Agency)

Discussant: Jan Rylander (National Defense Research Institute, Sweden)

(G) PERCEPTIONS OF SOVIET FOREIGN POLICY FORMULATION (Senate Room)

Chairperson: Dimitri Simes (Georgetown Center for Strategic and International Studies)
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 16 (Continued)

11:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.

Papers: "Bureaucratic Politics in Soviet Foreign Policy." Jiri Valenta (Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, California)
"Economic Constraints on Soviet Foreign Policy." Herbert Levine (University of Pennsylvania)
"American Perceptions of Soviet Domestic Politics." Strobe Talbott (Time)

Discussants: William Griffith (Massachusetts Institute of Technology)
Vladimir Petrov (George Washington University)
Franklyn Griffiths (University of Toronto)

(Socialist Opposition in Eastern Europe (Congressional Room)

Chairperson: Rudolf L. Tokes (University of Connecticut)

Papers: "The Czechoslovak Opposition's Challenge to Post-Invasion Legitimization of the Regime." Vladimir V. Kusin (University of Glasgow)
"Critical Opposition in Hungary: 1971-1977." George A. Schöpfliin (School of Slavonic Studies, University of London and London School of Economics)
"Dissent in Poland, 1968-1977: E pluribus unum?" Stanislaw Staron (University of Vermont)

Discussants: Frederick C. Barghoorn (Yale University)
H. Gordon Skilling (University of Toronto)

(Slavic Folk Tales (Parlor 508)

Chairperson: G. Koolemans Beynen (Ohio State University)

Papers: "French Structuralism and the Slavic Folk Tale." G. Koolemans Beynen (Ohio State University)
"Optimism in Soviet Literary Fairy Tales." Isay Lipelis
"Folklore and 'Slovo o Polku Igoreve.'" Natalie K. Moyle (University of Virginia)

SUNDAY, OCTOBER 16 (Continued)

11:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.

Discussants: Henryk Baran (SUNY-Albany)
George Kostich (University of Massachusetts-Boston)

(J) Polish Emigre Literature (California Room)

Co-sponsored by the Association for the Advancement of Polish Studies (AAPS)

Chairperson: Herman A. Szymanski (Alliance College)

Papers: "Jerzy Stempowski and the Polish Essay." Wiktor Weintraub (Harvard University)
"The Underground in Emigre Prose." Jadwiga Maurer (University of Kansas)
"Kuniczak and Odojewski: Two Structural Models of a Novel." Jerzy Krzyzanowski (Ohio State University)
"Polish Emigre Poetry in English Translations." Mieczyslaw Giergielewicz (University of Pennsylvania)
To Be Announced.
Zbigniew Polejewski (University of Ottawa)

(K) Resistance Movements (Pan American Room)

Co-sponsored by the American Association for Southeast European Studies

Chairperson: Gerald Govorchin (University of Miami)

Papers: "Milovan Djilas and the Fifth Fascist Offensive." Denis Reinhartz (University of Texas-Arlington)
"Jews in the Bulgarian Resistance Movement during World War II." Frederick B. Chary (Indiana University Northwest)
"The Historiography of the East European Resistance Movements in Western Languages." W. A. (Dolph) Owings (University of Arkansas-Little Rock)
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